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Clark Condemns American Ghettos
Raby Tells Of Chicago's
Conspiracy Against Negroes
On Wednesday, October 27, Mr.
Alfred Raby , Convenor of the CoOrdinating Council of Community
Organizations, s p o k e before a
crowd of over 300 students and faculty .
"I taught in the Chicago Public
School System for five years,"
said Mr. Raby, "before I finally
put out to sit in the middle of the
street in the city of Chicago to
raise some questions about public
education in the city."
Mr. Raby is a graduate of Chicago Teachers College South. During this past summer he led the
marches to city hall and participated in the demonstrations around
Mayor Daly's home.
He has been a leading figure in
the demonstrations which demandtd the removal of school superintendent Benjamin Willis. Mr. Raby
is convinced that a conspirncy
against Negroes exists in Chicago.
"There is in the city of Chicago

Ghetto Connotations Change
students in teachers' colleges esDr. Clark began h{s address with a description of the ghetto both
pecially must do their part to eliminate the problems of segregation. in terms of historical development and as an American reality. "AmeriHe continually stressed the need can ghettos," he added , " are essentially northern urban contributions
for improved education as an an- to American discriminatory practice." They began, as he pointed out,
with the first migration of Negroes from the South in the 1930's, a
swer to the racial problem.
After the assembly the Interim
asked Mr. Raby if he could explain why the marches to city hall
has terminated. When the lnter.im
asked him about the marches during the past summer, Mr. Raby
said they would not cease until
Willis was fired. He explained that
the marches had been replaced by'
smaller meetings with well-inAl Raby
formed speakers, rather than one
good speaker addressing the mass- .
L. to R.: Mr. Newman, Dr. Kenneth Clark, Mr. Kuzahana
a conspiracy against Negroes. It's es.
present in the Chicago Police DeMr. Raby was brought to campus movement vastly accelerated during World War II. In America, he
partment, it's present in l h e by the ITC-CN Civil Rights Organi- stated, the ghetto has come to be associated with low-income neighbor5chools ... and it's present in the zation.
hoods, with the restriction and confinement of Negroes pdmarily.
history books that you read and
Ghetto Viewpoints Discounted
instruct the children to read in the i - - - - - - - - - - - - -f°"'t
- - + - - - - - - -- - -- - - - He went on to say that some profuture.,,
o· . . .
ponents of theories conierning the
Mr. Raby went on to say that
~ ~
ghetto hold that they are not necessarily peculiar to the Negro race.
Instead they view ghettos as a natural part of American society, Negro ghettos therefore reflecting only
a natural social tendency, as well
Estimates of future ITC CN expansion to a student body of 10,000
as the natural pecularities of the
to 15,000 is being taken into serious consideration by the Faculty
Negro.
committees. In all areas of planning the committees are thinking
Dr. Clark denied this type of reaOrganization. Today it is a per- in terms of the large scale <.>xpansion that Dr. McKelvey, president of
manent organization that has re- Illinois Teacher's College predicted in his speech to the faculty on soning on the basis that such theocently begun to work in close con- Sept. !J; 1965. Dr. McKelvey then stated. that " I believe there is a very ries ignore certain basic facts of
nection with UNESCO, the United great expansion on the horizon, an expansion which must take into ghetto life in America. To begin
Nations Educational Scientific and account a multi-purpose institution, an expansion which will envision a with he stated the American N~gro
is highly visible as a different raCultural Organization in the battle campus of 12,000 to 15,000 in the future."
cial
group. Because of this visibilagainst illiteracy.
The ad hoc committees, formed at the beginning of the semester
Dr. Ruth Ellis, ITC CN faculty at the request of Dr. McKelvey, are considering all aspects of college ity .opportunities for upward ecomember and sponsor of the S('h'.lol's life in regards to needs and future growth of our school. In February nomic mobility can be easily reUNESCO-CEF club commented 0r. :::f 1966 these committees will submit a report of their findings and stricted. And, indeed, he added, spethe award . "It is interesting that suggestions to Dr. McKelvey. Curriculum, academic staff, civil service cific techniques for restricting Nethe Nobel committee never gives a staff, financial support, business management, public relations, college groes to ghettos such as housing
reason why it had presented the growth building needs and land acquisition and the school calendar restrictions are most effective in
spite of court decisions, laws, and
award to a special person or group. will all be mcluded in this report.
Negro efforts to open new areas of
I personally think that since UNDr. Stamps, chairman of the coordinating committee for the nine
ESCO is fighting the war against ad hoc cc,-;nmittees, ,·eports that all comm ittees have been , and will opportunity.
"Any Negro, regardless of eduthe causes of war - poverty, ill- continue to be, considering the many possible actions the committees
cational or economic status," he
could recommend . Visits to other campuses have been undertaken to
added, "is required to make literobtain different viewpoints and methods in various areas. Faculty memally a federal case in order to
bers have visited Southern Illinois University in Carbondale, the Circle
move out of the ghetto."
(,ampus of the University of Illinois, Northern Illinois University and
Dehumanizing Effect of Ghetto
Western Illinois University in the past two months.
Dr. Clark went on to discuss the
One recommendation that the Ed- _______ _ _ __ _ _ __
effect of the ghetto on the life of
ucation Program and Curriculum undergraduate liberal arts pro- its members. His findings were
·committee, under the chairmanbased on a study which he congram.
ship of Dr. Verbillion, is considerIf sucha p rogram is put into ac- ducted in New York's Harlem area.
ing is the possibility of a strong
tion the school would offer two The results showed several indices
years of general education and of social pathology. The rate of
then
two years of specialized edu- juvenile delinquency in Harlem is
by politics or national differences;
children in need is its main con- cation leading · to elementary or twice as high as in the rest of the
secondary teaching degrees, liberal city; narcotics addiction is three
cern, all children, everywhere.
to eight times higher. Infant morThe UNESCO-CEF club of ITCC- arts degrees or pre-professional detality rates are twice as high ; three
grees.
It
is
also
possible
that
our
ness and illiteracy - it is truly _an ~ has been kept busy for these last
fourths of the children in Harlem
school
may
have
an
·experimental
organization that deserYes such an four years in a series of projects.
college within the college. What are supported by ADC.
award as the Nobel Peace Prize. One highlight of their work was a
In summarizing these results he
ever
plans the committees finally
l ;NESCO says very little , but it meeting with Danny Kaye . In the
concluded that "in the ciimate of
recommend,
all
suggestions
will
be
spring of 1963 several students
does a lot."
based on a future enrollment of social pathology and pervasive disThe organization proddes people. were present when Mr. Kaye was around 10,000 students.
organization . . . one must expect
medicine , equipment and food with awarded the Medal Award of Recwastage, deterioration, in fact deThe
co-ordinating
committee
resmall cost to needy countries. It ognition for his work with UN ICEF. cently set up phases of anticipated struction of youth who must live
Mr. Kaye summed up his work development to serve as guide lines their lives under these conditions."
tries to help ,a country combat disease and illness. using equipment, in behalf of the organization by for the ad hoc committees in planConditions in the ghetto are nemethods and man power available stating : " Language is no barrier.
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 4)
in the country. It is not affected We sne::~: the hin1rnage of Lo\'e."

TO.... c :

P eace Prize

organization provides food at }ow
cost. In the field of medicine it
provides modern drugs and vaccinations. helps communities fight
communicable diseases and provides educational classes in prenatal care .- Another project is its
fight against illiteracy.
Originally , UNICEF was a temporary organization working with
the U.N.'s Food and Agricultural
organization and the World Health

I

Begl.n Work

UNICEF Wi11sNohel
UNICEF, the United Nations International Childrens Emergency
Fund was awarded the Nobel
Peac~ Prize last week. The organization ,· sponsored by the United
Nations is an international effort
to combat the effects of poverty ,
disease and illiteracy on children
throughout the world . The program
is financially supported by all
member nations of the U. N.
UNICEF sponsors over 400 diffe rent projects to help children in
many underdeveloped countries of
the world. To combat against undernourishment which affects two
out of every children today the

Dr. Kenneth B. Clark, author of the book Dark Ghetto and a renowned authority on the psychology and pathology of American Negro
ghettos addressed a convocation for faculty and students here on October 28th. The topic of Dr. Clark's speech was "The Ghetto Schools:
An American Problem.••
Dean Sachs introduced the speaker and at the same time re-asserted the college's great concern for the problems of urban education. He
stated, "Change in control will only intensify the concern of this college
with urban problems."
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·1.T.C.C.-N. Answers
et's Get
Anthropological Call Moving
An invitation is being extended
to students to take part in a unique opportunity. The past three
weeks have seen the organization
and rapid growth of ITCC-N's own
anthropological society, ANTHROPODS. Generous support by the
faculty and the enthusiastic work
by a small nucleus of anthropology majors promise to contribute
to a significant future for the association. The next meeting at 3 p.m.
Tuesday, November 16, offers everyone at the college an active
part as well as enrollment as one
of the founding members. The
meeting time and place will be
announced in ample time for students to make arrangements to attend.
Anthropology is to the social
sciences, what linguistics is to
reading and writing, and the new

math to arithmetic. The new ·organization therefore offers far more
than the glamour of exhuming and
examining old bones ( all too gener ally mistaken as the sole interest of the anthropologist).
This college offers an especially
fine opportunity to contribute to
the new curricula being formulated for elementary and seconday
school social s"tudies. The new anthropological society also looks
forward to a Master's program in
anthropology. Freshmen are especially urged to acquaint themselves with the organization at its
next meeting, to learn of its many
benefits, and to consider majoring
in anthropology.
The majority of the meetings
will be held on the first and third
Tuesday of the month for the rest
of the trimester.

by Marguerite Dawson

Let's get a movement going!
Stand up, speak up, count yourself
in! Let's get a movement going!
We, together, over one hundred students representing twenty northern
colleges and universities, we can
free ourselves and save our world.
How? Suppose people won't listen?
Have faith in your country and its
people. They will listen, and before
its too late.
The above paragraph represents
just a few of the thoughts and
queries expressed at the 15th Annual Human Relations Conference
held at Lake Geneva, Wisconsin
during the weekend of October 2224. Amid the beauty of autumn,
the problems of human rights were
explored and confronted. Students
who were strangers b e c a m e
friends, fears that were hidden
State Representative Edward A. Warman (D)
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 came to light, thoughts that seemed
out-of-place found a home and love
State Representative Edward A. Warman (D) (pictured) spoke Clark Condemns Am. Ghettosamong men became a practical
about his political observations and experiences in the Illinois General
material out of which demagogs reality. The theme of the confer(Continued from Page 1)
Assembly, before Dr. Farr's Comparative Political Systems class on
can create devastating nuclear ex- ence, "Strategies and Techniques
Tuesday, October 19, 1965. On Monday, October 18, 1965 State Repre- cessarily self-perpetuating, Dr. plosions for the ·destruction of our for Successful Intergration" was
sentative William Carroll (R ) delivered a lecture to the combined sec- Clark added , since "inferior-eauca- cities. They constitute the Achilles' dealt with in depth with the help
tions of both Dr. E. Frederick and Dr. Farr. His topic was the path a tion of the ghetto schools spawns heel of the great nation which is of the keynote speakers, Mr. James
bill takes through the State Legislature. These men are only the start thousands of functional. illiterates the leader of the Democratic Bevel, of the Southern Christian
of a long series of guest lecturers who will speak before the Political each year." These conditions con- world."
Leadership Conference and Dr.
Systems classes this fall . The topics will cover as wide a range as the tribute to a sense of inadequacy,
He went on to label politicians Paul Muncfy of Loyola University.
powerlessness, and despair which police, superintendents, all those
range of political experience these men have had.
The conferl:mce was sponsored by
wreck the lives of the youth. He
the National Conference of ChristThe lectures and talks are open to any . student or faculty member stated that even the prejudiced perians and Jews and the Intercolleon campus. These talks are followed by a question-answer session so sonnel director need not exercise
giate Council on Human Relatfons.
that the speakers may be challenged about their own record as well as his prejudice to reject Negro youth
Our
college was represented by
their party'l) political record . Below you will find a schedule of speakers. since inferior edueation does the
Miss Loquercio of the Art DepartWhy not attend and learn more about the two party system in our own primary job of racial exclusion and
ment and students, Marguerite
country's government.
rejection. He stated that the schools
Dawson and Angela Czech.
Oct. 18 - 1:00 p.m. _LT_ John w. Carroll, State Representative (R) in these areas have been so effiTo speak of the "Deeping crisis
Oct. 19-9 :00 a.m.-A129-Edward A. Warman, State Representative(D) cient in destroying the potential of
in human relations" i& to speak of
Oct. 20- 9:00 a.m. - Al29 - Carl Klein , Village Trustee, Morton Grove ghetto youth that one must wonthe rat and roach infected slums
Oct. 25 - 1:00 p.m. _ LT _ League of Women Voters
der that this was not intentional.
that cover the face of Chicago. It
Oct. 27 - 9:00 a.m. _ A129 _ Angelo Provensano , Alderman
Massive Educational Program
is to see the faces of children deNov. 1 - 1:00 p.m. - LT - Edward Scholl, Alderman
" If we are serious about a war
Dr. Kenneth Clark
nied the right to become a part or
Nov. 2 - 9:00 a.m. - Al29 - Bernard Wolf, State Representative
on poverty · · · a Great Society,"
he stated, "then the first order of who perpetuate such conditions as this "Great Society." It is to enviNov. 3 - 9:00 a.m. - A129 - Manuel Port, Corporate Counselor
· 'f'1cant su,,vers1ves
'·
· sion the isolated world of the white
business would be a massive pro- th e " s1gni
m
Nov. 8 - 1:00 p.m. - LT - Roman Pucinski, Congressman (D)
·
1·f
d
Th
gr2m for upgrading the education American 1 e to ay. ey are more suburban family, the Puerto Rican,
No,v. 10 - 9:00 a.m. - Al29 - Robert Landsman, Precinct Captain (D) of Negro youth. Without this, the meaning
· ful th an any Jeft·1st or v·1et the southern Appalachian white,
Lincolnwood war on poverty, the desire for a Nam prot es t or."
the Cuban migrant, the Negro and
.
Nov. 15 - 1:00 p.m. - LT - William Hollen, Alderman
N
F
ii st bil"ty
the student sitting next to you. It
Great Society .. . remain essentialegro am Y a 1
Nov. 16 - 9:00 a.m. - Al29 - Anthony Sciaraffa , Deputy Coroner
H
t
t
th t "th
is
to confront the fact that we live
lv. political slogans . . . cruel hoaxe wen on o sav a
ere
Nov. 1_7 - 1:00 p.m. - LT - Richard Elrod. Precinct Captain
· no hope flor th e st ab'l'
es perpetrated on the members of 1s
1 iza t·ion of in the most segregated city in the
Nov. 22 - 1:00 p.m. - LT - Ted Fields, past Republican Congressional the ghettos."
t he Negro fam1·1 y ... short of mas- United States of America. It is to
candidate
Social Dynamite in Ghettos
sive upbringing of the education accept the fact that in Chicago,
Nov. 29 - 1:00 p.m. - LT - Nathan Kaplan, Alderman
· -of Jo
· b men cannot buy houses. This is the
"These young people," he con- or Negroes an d th e opening
More speakers •wilC be scheduled for December
·t·
Th f ·1 · t b"l crisis. As Dr. Mundy stated," The
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 tinued, "constitute the stuff out of opportuni ies. e am1 Y ms a l which sporadic individual and ity," he added, "reinforces a sense appeal to whites now is not on a
group violence develop which of powerlessness of the people of basis of charity . . . but on the bahaunts our cities. This is the raw the ghetto and makes it difficult to sis of self-interest which is . genu1-----------------i mobilize energy . . . necessary to inely at stake." It is an appeal to
Carr
obtain effective education for their this country to rise out of hate and
apathy and into love and involvechildren."
On Thursday, N o v e m b e r 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - Causes of
In the North, he remarked, the ment. According to Mr. Bevel, in
through Saturday, November 13 at
Negroes have used techniques of six years there will be no slums
8:30 p. m. , Illinois Teachers' Col- LS A Announce
Demonstrations
direct demonstration and protest in the city of Chicago. Contrast
lege ( Chicago North) will present
Oberlin, O.-(I. P. )-In response to overcome these situations. They this with Dr. Mundy's statement
"A Review with Music" by James Clothing Drive
to inquiries from the press and oth- have tended to mobilize their ef- that in the next ten years, 60% of
Thurber in the Auditorium. It will
ers concerning the attitude of forts to obtain social justice through our population will live in the subCharity work begins at home?
urbs, and the remaining 40% who
be directer by Mr. P . Hoch with
Lambda Sigma Alpha sorority Oberlin College toward , students legislation. The consequences of
music by Don Elliot. The tickets girls seem to think so as they participating in support of social such legislation, he feels, have live in the city will be largely Newill go on sale by November 4 and are presently sponsoring activities causes and demonstrations, Presi- made it clear that this approach gro. These two facts alone are
will be available for $1.25 at the geared toward Chicagoland orphans dent Robert K. Carr, in a state- does not deal with the more insidi- enough to shake this city up and
Box Office ( across from the Coffee and poverty-stricken Americans.
ment released here emphasized: ous forms of discrimination in the they will. Thus, the purpose of this
Shop) or from any cast member,
"I wish to state that, to the best North. "In spite of strong laws," conference was to develop plans
The annual World Clothing Drive
Mr. DeVille, or Mr. Hoch.
of
my knowledge, no disciplinary he stated, "exclusion of Negroes of action that would inform, preThe members or the cast are: now in progress, November 1-5; action has ever been taken by the . . . remains a stark realitv amnng pare and involve people. Action
Gay Blank, Jordyce Bryntesen, focuses on the Appalachian area College toward students or against whites in all of our Northern lib- that would create a world where
Sandra Friedlander, .AnnDee Polk- and other depressed areas of the faculty members for such partici- eral states." Dr. Clark expressed men will be allowed to be men.
off, Rosemary Polniaszek, Patricia United States.
pation. Each individual is, of the opinion that such legislation This purpose was fulfilled . Students
Wearing apparel donated by stu- course, responsible for hie; actions, only serves to express a token com- left with an affirmed faith in themSwindell, Cathy Whisler, Dallas
Browne, Ralph Campagne, Lawr- dents will provide some of the including the risk of legal penalties pliance with the civil rights move- selves and in their fellow man.
Students left with concrete plans
ence Gold, and Juris Grasdins: clothing needed for the tens of imposed by the courts for violating ment.
The cast is an interchangeable one thousands of American living in the laws.
He admitted that there has been to initiate a free climate where ex( a player will play more than one stark, tragic, debilitating poverty
"Moreover, civil disobedience, a powerful verbal commitment, but pression is encouraged and com. . . many of them children whose involving almost by definition vio- but that the government has not munication is developed. Through
part within the Carnival).
The "Thurber Carnival" is a com- school attendance depends on get- lation of law, is never engaged in yet found the formula for changing discussions, human relations organpiling of comical scenes from the ting something to wear. The drive lightly by a responsible person, for, verbal commitment into observa- izations, films, speakers and good
writings of James Thurber with is affiliated with the World Cloth- if history does riot vindicate the ble changes in the lives of Ameri- individual interaction, communities
common themes. One of the main ing Fund, Inc., a non-profit, non- cause and the action supporting it, can Negroes. For the most part, will be organized to deal effectivethemes exemplified is that of sex denominational charity.
the participant in a civil disobedi- examples of racial improvement ly with these problems.
The very essence of our country
and marriage_
October 29 found artistically- ence movement may end up being have been examples of tokenism.
The entire stage will be used minded sorority sisters di,playing viewed by society as a common
In the field of education, how- can be preserved by the students
\\ith abstract setting, and the ac- their diversified talent&, by ~rving lawbreaker.
ever, Dr. Clark stated that there of this very campus. We must open
tt>rs will be onstage all of the time. pumpkins and toting~{~
, Jaily
"In case of cGnviction for serious has not been even an example of our minds, assert our beliefs and
A¼,roximately seventy slides will decorated jack-o-lantti'u' : oft to
tokenism; instead Negro education work together! Let's get INVOLVED;
area orphanages.
{ (Continued on Page 6)
has ·become steadily worse.
also be used.

Stageplayers Slate

"A Review with Music"

Cites
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Letters to the
Editors

Editorials

My Country Right or Wrong?

Dear Editors
'
The war in Viet Nam has promoted increasing discussion and emo- statement that the old notion of "my country right' or wrong" has been
An over-flow crowd of 700 pertion in the last few weeks. The most valid testimony to this fact can replaced with the notion of "my country-well probably wrong."
be based on the reaction of students and faculty to a forum sponsored
This trend is but a manifestation of a larger segment of thought sons sat, squirmed and suff~red
by Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) held recently on this cam- which has rejected nationalism as an isolationistic and narrow political through the first fifteen minutes of
pus.
philosophy in favor of a broader acceptance of the international com- the 10 :00 A.M. convocation on
Thursday, October 28th, due to the
The representatives of this protest organization presented a sample munity.
of their views and tactic in response to what they term an "immoral"
We reject such a trend as yet another utopian scheme, fine in tempermental twin microphone
act of agression by the United States. They were cautious in their ad- theory, but a far cry from reality. If we are to exist in an ordered so- set-up in the Auditorium.
vice on methods of draft dodging, but their outlook on the war and their ciety, if we are tq be secure in our rights and personal freedoms, we
The Dean's introduction and the
belief in the right of individual protest were evident.
must deny such a rise in intellectual thought which, if not carefully opening comments by Dr. Clark
SDS is a relatively new left-wing organization with strong Socialist guarded, can breed contempt and national anarchy. So long as nation- were like a scene from "Fade-Out,
tendencies. From outward appearances they represent a dissatisfied, :ilism shall exist as a political reality, individuals must be instilled with Fade-In" with words lost and
mis-informed group of young adults who have chosen t,1 inform the a respect and loyalty to the state if in_ternal order is to be maintained. found in recessive tones initiated
American public of the real motives behind the war. No doubt they
We do not deny the right of individuals to protest, to assemble by the left and right head moveare sincere; however , in their ardor to present a cause they have al- peacably, and to speak freely. These rights are indeed a fitting tribute ments of the speaker and the comtered the facts, twisted information, and ignored several obvious reali- to the success of democracy.
pensatory twirling of volume con~
tie:;.
However, they must be accompanied by an education geared to pro- trols by John Pierick's technicThey are, and probably will remain, a smaU minority of the Ameri- mote loyalty, respect, and obedience to the guidelines which we have ians.
can public, for their message is one of 19th century isolationism which established if our society is to function.
Polite members of ITCC-N endenies the harsh realities of the postwar world. While relying on the
The idea of "America right or wrong" has never prevented right- dured these vagaries of an inadnaiveties which may have comforted a much earlier generation, they thinking citizens from protesting actions which appear morally wrong. equate Auditorium sound system.
deny the existence of Communist agression in the world and at the Indeed it has assured against a stagnation of political thought and de- But 45 persons in the Little Theasame time overlook present trends in international politics.
velopment. At the same time, however, it has guaranteed that a major- tre had front row center seats and
More offensive yet is their absolute certainty in their own moral ity of citizens will relinquish self-directed values and goals in order to clear, well undulated sound comconsciousness. They necessarily brand those who support the war as preserve the larger society. While it has affirmed the fact that any ing from only one microphone.
immoral or as cowards who sacrifice convictions as the price of na- government can make hunta'n mistakes and be guilty of humanly selftional solidarity.
·
fish goals, it has constantly re-affirmed a larger .allegiance to the prin- , Two microphones are obviously
not better than one and CCTV gave
The Vietniks , as Time magazine so aptly labels them , are a con- ciples upon which our government has been established.
a superior contact with our interfused , mis-informed group whose J)t:Dtests may be promoting those
There must be a consensus of opinion if government is to function
esting speaker. When will we get
atrocities which they so avidly disavow. Recent news reports support efficiently. When the day arrives that each individual can set up his
efficient A-V equipment in the Authe theory that U. S. protests have served to bolster hopes in Hanoi own standards of social morality and freely act upon them, then gov- ditorium?
that American division of opinion may bring about a Viet Cong victory ernment must cease to exist. It seems to us that the members of SDS
Herman Einhorn
if peace conferences are forestalled.
have neither the maturity nor the essential information to set up such
Speech 101
More importantly, however, groups such as SDS represent a mi- standards. It is the fact they feel they are entitled to such a right renute, yet growing trend in political thought throughout the country. gardless of this, which betrays the major error in American thinking
_T_im
_ e_ m_a~ a_z_in_e_in_i_ts_m_o_s_t_r_e_c_e_n_t_ed_it_io_n_e_x~p_re_s.;;;s.c..es=--t_h-'is'--tr_e_n_d_in_the__J~t_o_d_a.:.y_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-.j Dear Editors:
'

A Word on Raby and Clark

Your editorial of the last issue
entitled "Viet Nam Protests Inexcusable" was insipid, insufficient,
and
fabulously monotonous. I don't
In the past week, our college was he did too much beating around the completed answering a question, The audience was filled to capavisited by two distinguished visit- bush. We have heard Mr. Raby we found ourselves wondering city and our closed circuit TV sat- choose to discuss the rightness or
ors, Mr. Alfred Raby and Dr. Ken- speak before. We have interviewed "What did he say?". Perhaps the isfied the overflow crowd in the wrongness oL the war in Viet Nam
him before and frankly we must fault was ours. Perhaps we expec- Little Theater and the Student except to point out that there are
neth Clark.
several legitimate issues raised by
Mr. Raby, who spoke at 3 p. m. admit that this time we were ted too much. But we have heard Union.
those who are protesting the war,
on Wednesday, Oct. 27, drew an slightly disappointed.
Mr. Raby before and we don't feel
We found · Dr. Clark's material and that many of the protesters are
audience which we felt was above Wi: realize that there is much that he was as sharp as usual last
extremely informative. The way in highly respected individuals whose
average in attendance for a guest to say about Race Relations . But Wednesday.
Dr. Clark, on the other hand, we which he presented it was precise. arguments against the war are
lecturer here. The audience consis- we feel that a man who has spoken
ted of nearly 350 fac ulty and stu- about Race Relations as much as have not heard in lecture before, There was no evidence of rambling based on strong philosophical and
moral convictions.
dents.
Mr. Raby has should be able to and we were extremely impressed. off on a tangent.
Now you chose to ignore the real
Audience opinion of Mr. Raby direct himself more precisely than
issues raised by the "Protests"
varied from those who were highly he did.
and condemn those who protest on
impressed to those who felt that Too often after Mr. Raby had
the grounds flia-t they will have a
demoralizing effect on our boys
overseas. The damage done, if any,
to our boys morale has yet to be
assessed as is the damage done to
our freedom of speech by blanket
condemnations of those brave
enough to exercise it in an unpopular cause. How much better it
would have· been if you would have
On Tuesday night October 19, dents have fewer rights than other
given an honest evaluation of the
Mr. Ben Bloom , a neighbor to ITC- citizens. Certainly a student is
views expressed by those opposed
CN died of a heart attack. Earlier within his rights to park in all legal
to the war. Attack them viciously
that same evening Mr. Bloom had parking areas, but in an institution
if you like but at least mention the
had an argument with a student of which educates teachers, there is
fact that they do have solid intelITC-CN who had parked in front of a special obligation to give considlectual reasons for believing as
Mr. Bloom's house instead of using eration to how our actions affect
they do and that they are not all
the school lot which was , at that others. Good citizenship requires
cowardly "draft-dodgers" as our
Ume, unfilled.
consideration of our neighbors.
news media would have us believe.
Surely no one can say that the
heated discussion caused the gen- Perhaps using the parking lot
Another reason you have for contleman's heart attack , but it can will add a few steps to your walk
demning the anti-war movement is
be argued that it could well have to class, but this is little to ask in
"but the U. S. has made a commit~
been a contributing factor.
order to maintain a local "good
ment in Viet Nam and we feel that
We are not assuming that stu- neighbor" policy.
as Americans it is our duty to give
that stand our full support." The
invalidity of this "my country
right or wrong, my country" view,
The vending machines which youlstudent senate. Hurrah for the fulwas dramatically shown at the
find strategically placed around fillment of student wants! Thanks
Nuremberg Trials after World War
the building are the work of our to our senate for a job well done!
II. The "I was just following orILLINOIS TEACHERS COLLEGE cmCAGO NORTH
MEMBER
ders" defense just doesn't hold
Vol 13, No. 5 - November 3, 1965
water. If we feel our country is engaged
in an immoral or unjust act
sity of Chicago, Wright Junior Col- The Interim is Published bi-weekly at Illinois Tea chers College - Ch icago (North), 5500
by Mary Jean Del Ciello
N. St. Louis Ave., Chicago 25, 111 . Letters to t he editor must be signed. we reserve then we have the right and indeed
lege and DePaul University. lie al- the right to condense letters w~en necessary _ All publ i shed opinions are those of the Interim the duty to speak out against it.
Upon entering the library , you so has studied in Peru, South _editorial staff and do not necessarily reflect the official views of the college.
will be greeted by the presentation
Martha Thoennes, Frank Sesko ,
America for ·one year upon receipt ~~~~i~~s
Greg Gottstein
Al Gagnon , Barbara Lofvren
of a new and interesting art exof an Institute of International Ed- Feature writers
Cathy Hammock, Helen Wlsllnskl J " " ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - hibit featuring the work of Mr. ucation Grant.
Bob Delaney, Sandra Gordon, Linda Edelstein,
RePOrters
Mary Jean Del Ciello, Denise Kelley, Mary Ellen Kane, Charlotte Frost,
CORRECTION : In the last issue
Theodore Frano. Mr. Frano's exCoralyn
Olsen,
Frank
Collins,
Pat Dempsey, Darl ene Goldberg, Jona
Mr. Frano has participated in
Skouronski, Corinne Hansen , Kay Korzuo , Annette Pulizze, Thea Cherkosky, the article on educational trips
hibit clearly illustrates his superb
Marie Mason , Andy Fallum , John Hansen , Kathr yn Nepodahl , Norbert
many exhibitions; these featuring
artistic flair and talent.
Ruzanski, Den i se Dovie, P,t ' -"~" ·-·· ,., , . M ~•,tt , Barbara Rosen, Pal should
have read "end-of-June
his work only and those also feaBrieschke,' Linda Koser, Terri Mascolo, Vicki Logan , J udy Slridell, Mary
•
Ann Manganiello, Jon,, :i d,l> c ,;, i,\ar, e Mason, Donna Dunne thrdugh the end-of-September mMr. Frano is quite a distinguished turing the works of other •wtiats Office Manager
.. Vicki
Logan
artist and among the places where such as the exhibit held it the Cartooni st
Ulrich Vodln stead of end-of-July through endPhotographer
Helen
Wi
slinskl
f A ust .
he has studied include the Art In- l\liraflores Art Center ia Lima, Sponsor
E. M. LleboN O • ug
stitute here in Chicago, the Univer- Peru.

Parking Can
Affect Our Image

Thanks for Little Favors

-

Library Has Work of Theodore Frano

I

•
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From the Dean's Office

Frankly Speaking·

Wednesday , November 3, 1985

Ad Hoc-

From Dean Sachs<continued from Page 1)
"About that testi think the comments in INTERIM on the Survey Test were justi- ning recommendations. These
fied. I hope that useful information is obtained. I think there is a ten- phases will be used as the organi' ' dency in education to spend too much time testing. I fear there is too zational format for the final report.
The phases planned are : PhaseImuch faith in test results.
The tests went well at ITCC-N and a great deal of credit is due to which includes the transfer of the
the student body. The college owes a debt of thanks to all those who college to !tate control remainder
hy Al Gagnon
helped particularly to the students responsible for making distribution_ of this biennium to 1967, Phase II
There comes a time in everyone's life when tneir conscience bothers and collection work smoothly. The response was excellent. Some stu- includes 1967 to 1969 biennium,
them . I am in this stage.
dents did not appear; some students walked out. Either course of ac- Phase III the 1969 to 1971 biennium
and Phase IV includes two bien- .
And since I was always told to admit an error when I committed tion was the right of any student. Those who stayed and struggled
niums, 1971 through 1975. This ten
through the long ordeal must have hoped as I do , that this college and
8 blunder ; I'll make these amends now.
education in general would ultimately derive benefits from the use of year program for. the college includes recommendations for the
First rd like to apologize to those I injured by the article "WHY the data collected."
enrollment, building
BOTHER? ". I realized that there are those who cannot possibly do
The Board of Governors will meet on our campus Sunday, Novem- program ,
more then they are in the way of school support or whose personal ber 14 and Monday, November 15. A banquet will be held Sunday eve- needs as well as other parts of
problems do not leave any time for activities. I had mistakenly pre- ning here at the college. Representatives of student organization and college growth.
sumed that you understood I was not criticising you. That would have of the faculty will be invited to attend. It is the policy of the Board of
The committees are developing
been very wrong on my part. I'm sorry you gained that impression.
Governors to meet once a year on each campus. The representatives the early phases in considerable
from each college, the Springfield staff including the executive offic~r detail ,and developing a general
My other apology goes to my editors. They really have the ability of the Board, and the Board itself (comprised of public spirited citizens plan with general recommendations
to bear with my writings w·ithout becoming more th an mildly upset appointed by the Governor) along with an architect or two meets every for the later phases. One grave
when I wander from their viewpoint. They still allow me to express
concern of all committees is in remy feelings, while other organizations would probably attempt to muf- mon~.e vending machines are here ! A special lot of thanks goes to the taining the feeling of small college
fie the dissenter somehow.
' committee from the student senate whose persistence made the pro- atmosphere within the framework
What's in a word? It all depends on the ideas behind the word. curement of these machines possible. The students were Sue Pifke, of considerable expansion of enrollment. ·
Some people listen to the words and all they hear is what is being said; Marilyn Fo~el, Lorraine Nash, and Jeff Provus.
others listen and try to find the meaning behind the words before acting.
----In the next few weeks all com 1 would suggest that the next time someone is making a stand on an
mittees will be especially busy beissue, listen to the logic involved in the statements, not the emotions
cause of the Board of Governors
of the speaker. Then if you really feel like thinking, try to figure out
meeting to be held here Nov. 14th
where these statements are leading. I get very emotional in speaking
and 15th. Dr. Stamps has been askabout people pretending to he something they're not; but if I cannot
ed to give an interim report of the
poinl out logically their fallacy then my words act so much like "sour
committees' work to the Board of
grapes."
Governors at this meeting.

'Now Is ·t he Time
For AllGoodMeu. • •

Whenever you listen to any speaker, hear more than . the words or
how these words are being presented. Look for what's behind the words.
Then you'll see what's in a word .

Attention! !
THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS
HAVE INDICATED THEY EXPECT TO COMPLETE REQUffiEMENTS FOR THE DEGREE IN
DECEMBER 1965

Concert Review
Kipnis A Success

Judy Steide!e was among the first to try the new vending
nnchines supplied by the Student Senaae.

AbramS, Bette Lois
Allen, Joan D.
A hush came over the audienct , been both foreign and pointless to
Anderson, Susan J.
the lights dimmed , and Igor Kipnis the vast majority of the audience_- -.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; Apostol, Betty W.
began his introduction which, for
u is virtually impossible to praise
the audience , provided a new him highly enough for an evening
sound experience in musical per- of pure musical delight. We can
formance . His rare harpsichord only hope that his performing techperformance conjured up a feeling nique is an example of future conof traveling backward in time to cert trends geared to an aud.ience
an era of drawing room parlors which is, on the whole, only supercomplete with ladies engulfed in ficially familiar with music as an
huge lace collars, and dancers per- art.
forming the delicate movements of
Our congratulations also to Miss
the ml·nuet .
This first of a series of evening Ziffren and all th0 se responsible
Concerts Was by any measure a for treating the college to an evening of superior musical entertainrare treat and a great success. For
most l· t was an 1·ntroduct1·on to a'l ,_m_e_n_t·--------------l
,
instrument rarelv encounteren today and to music quite foreign to
the contemporary ear. The audience seemed to enjoy' it however .
The music was warm and relaxing : the performer more than equal
to his task. Besides demonstratiM
During American Education
his unquestionable excellence as a Week , November 7 th rough 12 • th e
Student Education Association of
musician , Mr. Kipnis also proved
himself more than an able show- ITC-CN will present an all school
convocation. At that time Dean
man .
Sachs will discuss his partic,ipat,·on
He began the evening by giving
in the conference of Education ,·n
the audience a complete lesson in Africa, since the theme for th1's
the mechanics of the harpsichord, year's American Education Week
imd then continued with
. a guided is " Invest in Learning."
tour through Elizabethan history
and music. His comments were
Student representatives of the
apt, amusing, and informative. and SEA will also be attending the state
·
· Dek a lb , Ill'mos,
i at
they Undoubtedlv Sa',ed the con- conven t 10n
m
Cert from the tedl.t1m of !1"'."ten1·ng
to
N
th
Ill'
.
U
.
't
,,
or ern m01s mvers1 y on Nomusic which would otherwise have ,·ember 12 and is.

Dean SaChS
Addresses SEA

Math Tutorial Ser,-iee
The Math Tutorial Servfce has added another tutor to the
service. Below is a list of his tutoring sessions :
Tutor : Dave Kamper
12 Monday
12 Wednesday
1 Tuesday
9 Friday
9 Tuesday
to Friday
11 Friday
1 Friday

Math Concepts

Bl08

Math Inquiry

Bl08
B108
B108

Physical Science

B108
B108
B108

Float1·ng Campu S
B eg1ns
• Aroun d
The World Tour

The m . s. Seven Seas, fl oatmg
. campus of t h e Seven Seas D'1v1s1on
. .
cf Chapman College, Orange, California, departed from New York October 20 to begin a 108-day Fall Semester voyage around the world.
Aboard the ship were some 300 students from 41 states who are en·
·
rolled in the umque
educational
program to s t udy at f"1rst -h and th e
lands and people of the world.
Departure was set for 4 p. m . from Holland-America Line's Pier 40.
The m . s. Seven Seas, for which the Holland-America Line is general
agent, will travel to Europe and then through the Mediterranean to the
Near, Middle and Far East before returning to the United States. The
semester concludes with arrival in Los Angeles next February 4.
Faculty and staff for the Fall Eemester, together with a large contingent of students from the West Coast , arrive October 16 on a charter
flight from Los Angeles. They were joined by the remainder of the
d
b
f
f
d
· t t·
· d S ·
h Id t
stu ent ody or a our- ay orien a ion per10 . ess1ons were e a
the Henry Hudson Hotel, where the group was staying, and at the United Nations.
According to Dr. John L. Davis, President o( Chapman College, a
· · · foun de d m
· 18 61, th e purpose of ,th e Sevprivate, J'b
I era! arts mstltutrnn
en Seas Division is to integrate regular college study with the experience of world travel. Students aboard the ship carry a full load of college courses, with classes held daily while the ship is traveling between
ports of call.
·1· w1"th 1·ts
Before visiting each country , the students be come ram11ar
·
h
·
·
·
I
I
I
geographical, istorical , eco!lom1c, soc1a , and cu tura b ac kgroun d
' Studies course wh"1ch all stud en t s a board th e
through the basic Area
ship take in addition to elective courses. In ports, students will participate in field trips and excursions , both required and optional.
Cities to be visited on the Fall voyage inchJde Lish.on, Portugal;
Barcelona, Spain ; Marseilles, France; Naples and RolJle, Italy; Piraeus, Athens, Delph_i, and Corinth, Greece; Istanbul, Turkey; Alexandria, Cairo, Port Said; and Suez Egypt; Bombay, India ; Port Swettenham and Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; B~ngkok, Thailand ; Manila, The
Philippines ; Hong Kong; Kobe, Kyoto, Yokohama, and Tokyo, Japan;
and Honolulu, Hawaii.
In addition ta full-time undergraduate and graduate students, enrcllment a!:>oard the ship includes a group participating in the Aroundthe-World Cultural Seminar, a companion adult education program to
' the Seven Seas Division's regular college offerings.
Although the ship's facilities provide for recreational activities along
with classrooms, a theater, library, and laboratories, the emphasis of
the program is wholly on education. The Seven Seas Division's objecrtive is to make the world a cla~oom for the student, rather than to
merely offer him a pleasure cruise.
·

Ashman, Leah M.
Aylward, James E.
Barker, Patricia
Bartkiewicz, Alice J .
Biron, Barbai:a A.
Brill, Frederick
Browne, Dallas L.
Cannizzo, Frances M.
Cargill, Thomas J .
Carlson , Lynne G.
Colt, Miriam
DerviS, George W.
Dickinson, Doris V.
Drezner, Vicki A.
Ek st rom, Roxy L.
Faust, Marikay E.
FerS t ein , Michael N.
Fiedler, Karl-Heinz E.
Fleck, Margaret E.
ForreS t , Richa rd
Geiger• Lorette
Goldsa nd • Betty G.
Go rd0 n, Virginia D.
Gorzkowsk1· Linda M
' A
·
GraveS, Sally ·
Greenwald, Suella N.
G . k D J
reJczy ' on ·
Griesch Elsie E
Gryglas' Harriet ·L
Gurvitz ,' Marla F. ·

.

Halan Bernadette M
'
·
Heneghan , Helen M.
Hyman, Geraldine
Jones, Jean. L.K
Kase, Gloria hi'
L
Katschke
Kat een
Kenders, ,Dolores
A. ·
Kilian , Brunhilde
Kirkland , Adele F.
Kosick , Patricia A.
Kozlowski , Frank c.
Kraus, Gene F.
Kuffel, Marilyn L.
Lancaster, Deanna L.
Lavev Harriet M.
Lawless, Mary J.
Lee, Carole C;
Lewinski, Karin s. Lieder, Marcia J.
Loos, Joann
Lupo, Annette G.
Lynn , Shirley A.
Lyons, Antoinette 1.
(Continued on Pate I)
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Movie Review
by Charlotte Frost
The title may limp a little, but
the movie trots along at a brisk
pace.
Rick Nelson is the all-American
boy who gets married in the afternoon and graduates from high
school in the evening! This jolts
his family who is in the midst of
wedding plans for the older sister.
After this initial outburst, peace is
restored and the newlyweds (Rick
and Kristine Nelson) move in with
the family .
.Jack Kelly (the father) portrays
the typical harassed dad-prime
target of newsboys-complete with
troubles and attache case. Not only
must he cope with the married juveniles, but he faces the prospect
of a future son-in-law who is a bit
on the pompous side. (Jerry Van
Dyke)
The arrival of wedding present,
"Bennie," an ancient perverse
God of Africa, tempts dad to use
some black magic to resolve his

problems. Not only does he succeed in snarling up the young marrieds and the young engaged, but
he also threatens his own state of
married bliss. The audience, anticipating the "unsnarling," can sit
back, relax and enjoy the dialogue.
Rick's nightmare-which plunges
him and Kristine into the nightworld of strip joints-allows a subtle digression from their naive,'
teen-marriage roles. It is a clever
insert, adding contrast, variety and
action.
Whether the ultimate solution is
due to "Bennie" or "luck," the
young marrieds emerge as adults;
future son-in-law emerges- as buman; and the "old folks" emerge
into a happy state of "alone-ness."
Bouquets to Rick who sings and
strums sparingly. Bouquets to the
entire cast for an unsophisticated
approach to family situations.
Warm human interest, sparked
with laughs, spells out this "happily-ever-after" story. ( Could be a
sleeper).

INTERIM

Student
Apathy
Probed

On Tuesday, October 19, Miss
Patricia Ziegel and Miss Patty Mil!er met with interested student
leaders to discuss ways in which
to get our campus more involved
in contemporary problems.
Miss Ziegal is a full time worker
for an organization that is now
studying the problems of commuter schools and the relationship
that the . commuter school has to
student envolvement, or lack of 1t.
Miss Miller works for the YMCA
and is interested in similar prob!ems.
The session was on the order of
a "brain storming session" with
the objective being to find out the
following facts about our school
and students:
- - ' - - - - - - -- - - - - - ' - - - - - -- - - - - - - - ~ 1. What are the problems in getting students to speak up for a
cause or stand up for a commitment.
2. How can we unify the student
body to act in terms of social justice, equality and to work for these
aims.
3. What are our ultimate aims
and can · be purchased from any
by Terri Mascolo
in regard to the way we would like
fraternity
member.
Attention all students! If you 're
It will be held on November 5th to see our country and the people
looking for a way to let loose after at Logan Square Hall, 2451 N. Ked- in it.
mid-terms , Sigma Epsilon fraterni- zie. This time there will be parkThese young ladies have put
themselves
at the disposal of the
. ty has the perfect formula . Music ing on both sides of the Boulevard
Civil Rights Organization, and the
International Affairs Club, so that
they might be of service to them
helping p 1 a n projects, contact
speakers, and films , etc. For example, the leaders of the Civil
Rights Organization are meeting
with Miss Ziegel to discuss specific
vehicles to use to get the majority
of the students involved in this
problem right here on campus. For
further information about meetings
contact Stuart Channon or Steve
Tallackson.
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Bowling News
by Bob Delaney
As the season moves into the eighth week, the standings remain
exceptionally close with only four points separating the first seven
teams. The Gutters, previously in third place, moved into a first place
tie by sweeping all three games from the Fillies. The close bunching of
so many teams certainly was promoted by our new handicap policy.
High game this week goes to the Turtles' Al Gagnon with a 218
game. The equality of the competition is demonstrated by the fact
that the Gutters, led by Jill Simmons, Mary Lapatka, Kathy McGovern,
and Jan Krima have a team average of 96 while the VIP's in third
place, one point behind, have a team average of 155. If this isn't equality, what is?
P.S. Jim Aylward and Phil Racja better watch out. Linda Lipere,
just lightly spinning the ball to see if it was hers, knocked. it right off
the rack. Jim and Phil with open mouths and shaky hands, obediently
retumed it to the ball rack.
Here's a brain teaser cooked up for you by a former league bowler
and now Interim Co-editor, Frank Sesko.

Ske A-Go-_Go
Set for Nov. 5

DOWN
1) A ball that hits the
1 & 3 pins is said to
be in the - - 2) A person who st2ps
over the line at the
beginning of the alley
commit ·
·
3) Three strikes in a row.
4) One on each side of
the alley.
5) A strike or a spare is
also called a _ __
8) The 7 & 10 pins left
standing are called a

ACROSS

1 & 4) 12 Strikes (2 words)
6) For a bowler to take
his (her) next shot,
the ball mus..___ _
7) One pin directly
behind another.
10) Amount of pins left
standing after a
gutter ball.
11) What a bowler will do
after a good game.
12) The difference between
a 300 game and a 299
game is on,__e_ __
13) A ball is one the left
side of the alley is
said to be on the
_ ___,,ide.

The New Colony Six

9) A bowlers average may
be the_ _ _ of all his
scores.

~ <'.·1

plus Dancing plus Refreshments- ty, students, and all their friends
"SKE a Go Go."
to have a good time at "SKE a Go
Go."
Featured will be the fantastic
NEW COLONY SIX of which one for your convenience.
of the fraternity brothers, Wally
The fraternity thanks all who
Kemp , is a member. The dance will came to the last mixer and again
be from 8:30 till? Tickets are $1.25, extends an invitation to the facul-

~

··•·

VOLKSWAGEN - GLENLAKE
Two great names lor a never-failing course in economics
VWs WITH EXPERIENCE

'54's to '65's

Deadline Next Issue

Parts and labor Guaranteed 100%
for 30 Days

SALES • SERVICE • PARTS
Special Consideration To Students
Bring Your ID Card

12:00 Noon Nov. 10

All Copy MUST Be
In BY That Time
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INTERIM

l ntervarsity Halts
Alumni, 54-49

Causes of
Demonstrations
(Continued from Page 2)
criminal

. Grecizyk 10 points. The final once
i:gain was ITC-N 54, the Alumni
Making their basketball debut,
49.
the "Golden Eagles" of ITC-N openAfter the Eagles' performance,
ed their 1965-66 season with a close
Coach
Gerry Butler expressed his
win over the Alumni. The varsity
satisfaction
with the team's overquintet, after getting off to a slow
all performance as well as with
start, picked up momentum in the the
play of some of the individual
second half to gain their victory.
players.
So far , center John Diggs,
The Eagles after falling behind 8-0
forwards
Bob Ostby and Pat Doyle,
in the early minutes rallied behind
the sharpshooting of Bob Ostby to anri 1:1uards .Jim Hess , Rudv Jaksa,
secure a slim halftime margin. In and E-i Kuhrt have all delighted
the second half the Alumni stayed Coach Butler with their agtessive
and hustling play. Another bright
spot is the team spirit and morale
of the Ea1tles, everyone on the
ALMUNI
ITC-N 54
team is hustling and working with
p
Name
G F p
Name
G
F
one thought in mind: to have a
1 0 2
... . 0 2 0
J . Hess
S. Hess
respectahle and winning ball club.
... 5 1 1
Nakon
2 0 1
Browder
I would like to point out that in a
4 0 0
1 0 0
Bean
Davis
competitive sport such as basket.. 1 0 2
4 1 0
ball, spirit, desire . and hustle are
Doyle
Olson
Diggs
2 0 2
Monty
3 0 1
all a verv important part in the
1
5
0 2
Wesolowski
2
0
Kaider
final outcome of the game. As far
1 0 0
4 2 0
Grecizyk
Shinn ..
as the Eagles are concerned they
Sokulski
3 3 2
possess these three qualities and
22 5 6
1
0 0
Total
Delaney
when the regular season starts they
will become evident on the basket7 0 0
Baker . . . . . . . . . .
7 0 0
ball court.
Ostby . . . . . . . . . . .
Following the ooening game
close, however, good team balance a~ainst Aurora College on NovemTotal
25 4 8
and team work sent them down to her 19, there will be a PHC social 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l
defeat. The varsity received fine in the gym. Everyone is invited to
team balance in the scoring from attend . so why not make plans to
DATE
OPPONENT
SITE
TIME
high game scorer Bob Ostby, 14 to attend the game and stay for
Home
3._ 30
.
t
P
t
D
I
g
·
t
d
R
th
·
\
ft
,i
Th.
·
·
Nov.
19-Aurora
College
pom s, a oy e, pom s an
on
e socia a erwar s.
IS Is a
Sokulski, 9 points. Leading the AI- good ooportunitv to show the team
Nov. 23-Geo. Williams
Home
3:30
umni scoring parade were Brow- that the school is behind them one
Dec. 3-Judson College
Home
(Jr. Vars.) 6:15
cter 11 points, Kaider 10 points, and hundred per cent.
Varsity 8:00
- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Dec. 10-Fifth Army Hdqs.
Home
_7: 3o
Dec. 14-Roosevelt University
Home
76:.0030
Dec. 22-Purdue Ext.
Valparaiso, Ind.
Jan. 7-Roosevelt University
Olivet Inst.
7:30
Jan . 13-Purdue Ext.
Home
3:30
Jan. 15-Wheaton College
Wheaton
6:00
The second concert of the "EveThese are just some of the compJan. 25-Ill. Coll. of Optometry
Home
(Jr. Vars.)
ning Concert Series" on Tuesday, ositions Allen Anderson wil] play
Jan. 2s-Judson College
Elgin, III.
November 16, at 8:00 P .M., will fea- on Tuesday, November 16, at 8:00
(Varsity) B:OO
ture Allen Anderson , pianist. Or- P .M. This concert will be quite
Feb. 5-Concordia
River Forest
6:00
Feb. 8-Fifth Army
Home
7:30
iginally, the University of Illinois worth-while as Mr. Anderson is
Away
7 ._ 30
.
h
d
f
Feb.
11-Ill.
Coll.
of
Optometry
I
d
Symphony Orchestra was suppose really an accomp IS e per ormer.
Home
3 ._ 30
Feb. 18--Concordia
to perform on this date, but they Do you have your ticket yet?
+--------------------------~
had to cancel their performace be- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - i
cause of an error in their book7\T.
ing schedule. Our school is quite
•
•
•
j_
fortunate to have Allen Anderson
By MIKE ALLAIN and
perform for us.
VIC ANSELMINI
please attend the Spanish Open
House sponsored by the Spanish
Mr. Anderson has performed for
Attention all active members of
With the election of new officers, Club of Illinois Teachers College
our school before. Last' year he the Physical Health Club! On Nov- the ITC-CN Math Club began its Chicago, North.
played at one of our mid-day con- ember 22Pd and 23rd elections for semester's activities. At the head November 9, 8:00 p. m., Gym
Annual Latin American Open
certs. In contrast to last year, this new officers of the Phvsical Health of the organization is Alan Hagen,
Club
will
take
place.
Offices
availHouse.
Linda
Cerkan
as
secretary,
and
Ted
year he will give a full eve~ing
able in the club are President, Rachofsky, treasurer.
November 18, 1:00 p. m., D-104
concert.
Vice President, Secretary and
Demonstration of games and
A meeting was held at 1:00 p. m.
songs for children in Cuba by
This talented gentleman is a Treasurer· in both the Men's and on Thursday, October 21, 1~65. Ted
Mrs. Pedroso.
scholarship student and a gi•aduate Women's divisions . Perspective Rachofsky was the major speaker.
candidates
should
contact
Mr.
ZiaThe
coming
attractions
will
inDecember 9, 1:00 p. m., D-104
of the Juilliard School of Music. He
is a soloist with the Fort Lauder- gos before November 12th. Qualifi- clude Andy Faltum revealing the
Christmas a Ja Mexicana (still
dale Symphony Orchestra. Allen cations are that the person must: secrets of topology on November
uncertain).
1)
be
an
active
member
of
the
4th
at
1:00
p.
m.
in
Room
B117.
All
Anderson has also been a finalist
in several major competitions. He Physical Health Club , 2) maintain students are welcome to attend.
is now a candidate for the doctor's the general academic standards
degree at the University of I!linois. of this school, and 3) complete the
The first meeting of the Russian
required standard petition with the
Club saw the election of officers
Among the compositions he will endorsement of twenty-five PhysNovember 9th, the Spanish Club for the coming year. The new'<>ffibe playing are the following : Two ical Health Club members. Petit- of ITCC-N is holding its Open cers are: President, William GrudPreludes and Fugues from the Well- ions can be obtained in the gym House for Spanish speaking people nicki, Vice-President, JoAnn SagalTempered Clavier, by Bach ; Son- office anytime during the school in the Chicago area and for all in· ovitz and Secretary, Valerie Cerata Opus 111, by Beethoven : Inter- day. All completed petitions must terested people here at ITCC-N. kavski.
Iudium and Fugues from Ludus be returned to the gym office for Over 200 invitations have been
During the remainder of the
Tonalis, by Hindemith; and Sonata, c1pproval by 3 p.m. November 16th. sent out to Spanish speaking people
by Ernest Block. (This may be the Announcement of the candidates living in the Chicago area. Anyone meeting , the students saw a motion
first perfromance of this sonata in will be made at the November 18th interested in having a chance to picture concerning the daily life of
Fun Nite .
Chicago) .
practice their Spanish with native the Russian people. The movie also
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 speakers is cordially invited to at- included colorful views of historic
tend the Open House (which has places in Moscow and Leningrad.
PHYSICAL HEALTH CLUB EVENTS
been very successful in past semesOn Thursday, October 28, the
- Fun Nite
November 4th
ters).
second meeting took place. At that
- Fun Nite
November 18th
The Open House will feature re- time a movie was shown which deBasketball game with Aurora followed
November 19th
freshments,
dancing, and enter- picted the way in which the Rusby a Physical Health Club Mixer
tainment.
This
will be a very sians spend their leisure time.
5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
unique
experience
for all interested
November 22nd ? 23rd - Elections for Physical Health Club
Anyone interested in joining the
people to participate in.
.
Officers
So. if you want to learn the new• Russian Club should contact Mr.
- Fun Nite
December 9th
est Spanish dance or the newest Samchyshyn in room 623 of the Adrecipes or discuss many subjects, ministration building.
By RON SOKULSKI

Box Score

.

Basketball Schedule

More To Come In
Concert Series

acts,

the

College,

of

course, has the right to review the
desirability of a student's continued
membership in the academic community. But this is, obviously, a
matter quite different from disciplining students for involvement in
social and political action or protest.
"The College in certain instances
has helped students under arrest
obtain legal counsel and bail. Indeed, in all its practices and policies regarding the activities of its
students in off-campus political activities and social protest movements, Oberlin College has always
acted in a manner consistent with
the highest standards of freedom of
expression and due process of law.
"These practices have been and
will continue to be characteristic of
Oberlin ; they reflect the College's
traditional concern 'for the · moral
integrity of the individual, his responsible action in accordance with
conscience, a commitment to social justice and service on behalf
of one's fellow men, and a continuing search for truth in all fields .'
"There are surely occasions today, as in the past, when the peaceful protest of injustice is a responsible means of encouraging desirable social reforms. Many times in
the history of our country such protest movements have aroused the
conscience of the Amerkan people
and prepared the way for social
change."
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Math Club

Russian Club

Spanish Club

(Continued from Page 4)
Maguire, Roberta A.
Mason, Helen R.
Mendelsohn, Judith
Michels, Suzanne M.
Mi.Iler, Dorothy 0.
Miller, Elisabeth
Mindy, Robert R.
Nelson, Eleanor s.
Nielsen, Arthur C.
Notar, Alice P.
Nusbaum, Susan E.
Olsen, Jeanette
Olsen, John F .
Panella, Joanne C.
Peters, Carole L.
Peters, Chesla G.
Ramsland, Lillian A.
Ranieri, Marie F .
Regan, Rosemary
Rooney, Donna M.
Rotkin, Risha N.
Rubinson, Theresa S.
Sacks, Beverly S.
Salmanoff, Warren Jt.
Samson, Judith S.
Sandler, Helen
Savlin, Norton S.
Schroeder, Roberta J.
Schuhrke, Barbara A.
Seitman, Patricia A.
Selen, Joan V.
Seraphine, Rosemary M.
Sheerin, Mary A.
Siemieniec, Judith J.
Simek, Kathryn S.
Stellwagen, Leo J.
Strang, Shirley A.
Sullivan, · Kathy L.
Swidron, Jacqueline
Swienton, Joann H.
Tallackson, Stephen
Thoennes, Martha M.
Thome, Richard A.
Trojan, Charles L.
Tropstein, Donna J.
Wanders, Emilie J.
Zeronas, Mary A.
Zientko, Judith A.

